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Objective: To operationalize items based on categories of
the International Classification of Functioning, Disability
and Health (ICF) relevant to patient problems that are addressed by physiotherapeutic interventions in the acute hospital, and to test the reliability of these items when applied
by physiotherapists.
Methods: A selection of 124 ICF categories was operation
alized in a formal decision-making and consensus process.
The reliability of the newly operationalized item list was tested with a cross-sectional study with repeated measurements.
Results: The item writing process resulted in 94 dichotomous
and 30 polytomous items. Data were collected in a convenience sample of 28 patients with neurological, musculoske
letal, cardiopulmonary, or internal organ conditions, requiring physical therapy in an acute hospital. Fifty-six percent
of the polytomous and 68% of the dichotomous items had a
raw agreement of 0.7 or above, whereas 36% of all polytomous and 34% of all dichotomous items had a kappa coefficient of 0.7 and above.
Conclusion: The study supports that the ICF is adaptable to
professional and setting-specific needs of physiotherapists.
Further research towards the development of reliable instruments for physiotherapists based on the ICF seems justified.
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health status assessment.
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Introduction
Healthcare management in the acute hospital must reflect patient’s needs and the specific reasons for their hospitalization.
The risk for loss of functioning is exacerbated by factors such as
complications of intervention, pre-existing chronic conditions,
co-morbidities and old age. The timely identification of these
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risk factors, and the consequent definition of adequate care
provisions for maintaining or improving functioning, with an
aim of minimizing disability, is of utmost importance, even in
the acute hospital (1, 2).
Persistent loss of functioning can be prevented most effectively when early rehabilitation interventions are provided
for the patient as part of the acute medical treatment (3–5).
Part of the task of physiotherapists is to identify and assess
acute functional impairment, and to take measures to correct
or alleviate the long-term outcome (6, 7). In order to improve
functioning and minimize disability, caregivers must have
recourse to sound concepts and instruments for measuring
functioning (8–10). This holds true for all health professionals
and settings, but is particularly relevant for physiotherapists
in the acute hospital setting (11–13).
The International Classification of Functioning, Disability
and Health (ICF) (14) is a multipurpose classification that may
constitute a suitable basis for assessment of functioning in a multidisciplinary environment. However, the ICF is comprehensive,
encompassing every possible aspect of human functioning, and
must consequently be tailored in several respects for the needs
and purposes of its potential users (15–18). First, it must address
all relevant concepts, such as those addressed by the particular
interventions made by physiotherapists (19). Secondly, these
concepts have to be operationalized in a way that is suitable to the
setting, e.g. the acute hospital. Thirdly, any such operationalization
must be of proven reliability in the hands of prospective users;
here, physiotherapists. Once a reliable operationalization has been
defined, the constituent items can be used to document categorical
profiles of patients’ functioning. If the need for a new instrument
dealing with specific domains should arise, the objectivity and
validity of subsets of these items have to be established.
To date, the utility and reliability of ICF categories operationalized specifically for use by physiotherapists has not been
established. The objective of the present study was therefore
to operationalize items based on ICF categories relevant to
patient problems addressed by physiotherapeutic interventions
in the acute hospital, and to test the reliability of these items
in the hands of physiotherapists.
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Methods
Study design
Selection of ICF categories and operationalization. The ICF has two
parts, each containing 2 separate components. Part 1 covers functioning and disability, and includes the components Body Functions (b)
and Structures (s) and Activities and Participation (d). Part 2 covers
contextual factors, and includes the components Environmental Factors (e) and Personal Factors.
Comprising a total of 1424 such categories, the ICF gives a comprehensive description of human functioning. Not all of those categories, however, are useful and relevant for physiotherapists. Based on
a selection of categories for the acute hospital (so called ICF Core
Sets) (15, 16, 18) and a Delphi exercise (19), we chose 124 categories
potentially relevant for physiotherapists in the acute hospital. Both
selection process (17) and Delphi exercise have been described in
detail (19). In brief, the ICF Core Set development was a consensus
process based on evidence gathered from preliminary studies, which
included contributions of focus groups, systematic reviews and empirical data collection. The Delphi exercise was a consensus-building,
3-round, e-mail survey of a total of 263 physiotherapists in Germany
and Switzerland. The first round requested lists of Body Functions,
Body Structures, Activities and Participation, and Environmental
Factors influenced by physical therapy intervention. The responses
were then translated into ICF categories. In the second round, the
participants were provided with the resulting ICF categories, along
with their frequencies. The participating physiotherapists were then
asked to judge whether a named ICF category fell within their professional prevue. The third round was carried out accordingly. This
process resulted in the selection of 124 ICF categories describing the
most common patient problems managed by physiotherapists in the
acute hospital. The selection consisted of 49 categories of the component Body Functions, 18 of the component Body structures, 34 of
the component Activities and Participation, and 23 of the component
Environmental Factors.
All categories of the ICF are quantified using the same generic
0–4 scale, with qualifier 0 representing no problem, and qualifier 4
representing that the problem is complete or pervasive. In general,
Environmental Factors can act as a facilitator or a barrier. Therefore,
the categories of this component have a valence, thus ranging from
–4 to +4. The qualifier “not specified” is to be used if the information
available is not sufficient, and “not applicable” if the category is not
applicable.
As the metric properties of this scale are not yet sufficiently evaluated, ICF categories and their qualifiers have to be converted into items.
These items must be specific to the situation, to the patient group whose
problems are to be observed, and to the health professional group
intending to use the ICF as an assessment tool. The method used to
write items for those ICF categories involved a formal decision-making
and consensus process (20), which integrated evidence gathered from
a systematic review (21) and expert opinion (22). Three weeks prior to
the consensus conference (April 29th –May 1st, 2004), all participants
received a compilation of the second level of the ICF (German edition)
(23), a complete manual, as well as the results of the systematic review
and information about the consensus process. At the conference, they
were to decide on item definitions for the a priori selection of 124
ICF categories, overseen by 6 experts from Switzerland, all of whom
had working experience in clinical physical therapy in the 3 groups of
health conditions cited, and expertise in development and testing of
clinical measures. The 6 experts also had previous experience in the
application of the ICF model and the ICF classification.
In the first step of the process (Fig. 1), the participants had to decide
on which type of scale the given ICF category should be measured. This
could be either dichotomous, indicating that impairment or limitation is
present or absent, or polytomous, indicating a possible grading of limitation or impairment on a qualifier scale from 0 to 4, as noted above. Next,
the participants had to find definitions for the extreme anchor points
of the polytomous categories, i.e. the qualifiers 0 and 4. Once these
anchor points were set, the participants had to decide which clinically
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Step 1:
Determine the
scale
Dichotomous:

Polytomous:
0: NO problem
1: MILD problem
2: MODERATE problem
3: SEVERE problem
4: COMPLETE problem

Step 2:
Determine the
anchor point
qualifiers 0
and 4

Step 3:
Determine the
items of
qualifier 1, 2
and 3

0: Limitation
absent
1: Limitation
present

e.g. category d520
Caring for body parts
0: Patient is independent in
caring for body parts
4: Patient is not able to care for
her/his body parts

e.g. category d520
Caring for body parts
1: Patient is independent in
caring for body parts but
needs more time than
normal
2: Patient needs little help (e.g.
caring for the operated leg,
preparation of…)
3: Patient needs help from care
givers for caring body parts

Fig. 1. Flow chart and example for decision-making and consensus
process.
meaningful steps would be appropriate for the intervening qualifiers 1,
2 and 3. The item qualifiers were framed without specific attribution
to medical conditions or disabling factors, but instead focused on
physiotherapists’ work in an acute hospital situation. As a consequence,
the qualifier 0, attributable to persons without impairment or limitation,
would represent the best possible outcome or functional status obtainable
by therapy in the acute hospital, notwithstanding that a patient might
still have potential for further improvement. A translated non-validated
version of the operationalization is given in Appendix I.
Reliability testing
The study design was cross-sectional with repeated measurements
in a convenience sample of 28 patients with neurological, musculoskeletal, cardiopulmonary and internal organ conditions, requiring
physiotherapy in an acute hospital. Physiotherapy was assigned on
prescription by the respective ward physician, and according to predefined clinical pathways. Patients were recruited at the University
Hospital Zurich between June and October 2004. Patients with neurological conditions were recruited from the Departments of Neurology
and Neurosurgery, patients with musculoskeletal conditions from the
Departments of Orthopedics, Rheumatology and Surgery, and patients
with cardiopulmonary and internal organ conditions from the Departments of Internal Medicine, Surgery and Heart Surgery. Sample size
was determined by feasibility and precision considerations. Even given
a very high or very low proportion of positive ratings, a sample size
of 22–33 would be sufficient to detect a moderate kappa (0.5–0.6)
with a power of 0.8 (24).
Approval of the project was first obtained from the local institution
ethics committee, in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Informed consent was obtained from all participants.
Measures
As described above, 124 items had been written, based on the 124
ICF categories most relevant to patient problems addressed by physio
therapists in the acute hospital. Items could either be graded on a
dichotomous (0/1) or polytomous (0–4) scale.
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Data collection procedure
Upon recruitment, the patients were interviewed twice, at an interval
of not less than 24 h and not exceeding 72 h. The two interviews were
conducted by 2 different physiotherapists trained in the application
and principles of the ICF. Inclusion criteria were that patients must
be inpatients of at least 18 years of age, whose main health condition
required treatment by a physiotherapist. All patients had to have good
knowledge of the German language. We excluded patients with severe
cognitive impairment who were unable to give informed consent to
the study.
There were 6 interviewers with expertise in application of the ICF
classification. Each interviewer worked as physiotherapist in the corresponding departments of the University Hospital Zurich.
Anonymous and standardized data collection forms with consecutive numbers were provided. Prior to the interview, each patient’s
medical record sheet was checked and relevant information on sociodemographic variables, diagnoses and assessments was extracted.
The interviewers were instructed to collect the data from the most
reliable source, so they were expected to ask the health professionals who were best informed about the condition of the patient being
interviewed. Information that could not be retrieved from the records
or from the health professionals was obtained directly from the patient.
We assumed that both interviewers were likely to ask the therapist in
attendance who had been responsible for assessment and treatment of
the patient. Consequently, intra-rater and inter-rater reliabilities are
similar in this study.
Each interviewer was blind to the results of the other.
Quality assurance procedures
Interviewers were trained in the course of a structured one-day meeting,
and were provided with a manual. All data forms were then re-checked
by a second person for completeness and plausibility. Patients who
refused to participate were asked to complete a short questionnaire
on socio-demographic variables, diagnosis, and to give a reason for
their refusal to participate. Data were recorded by double entry. Raw
data were inspected for accuracy and outliers.
Data analysis
Reliability was analysed using the percentage of raw agreement and
Cohen’s kappa for nominal scales (25). Overall raw agreement was
calculated by dividing the sum of the frequencies of the main diagonal
of a contingency table by the sample size. As with other measures of
agreement, the maximum possible value of kappa is 1. By convention,
a kappa value of 0.81–1.00 is defined as almost perfect agreement,
0.61–0.80 as substantial and 0.41–0.60 as moderate, 0.21–0.40 as
fair, 0.00–0.20 as slight, and values below 0.00 as poor agreement
(25). Following the recommendation of Gardner (26), we reported
the percentage of items with raw agreement or kappa of 0.7 and
above. Although there are situations where a kappa below 0.7 can
be acceptable, this arbitrary threshold restricts our reporting to items
with unambiguously high agreement. Confidence intervals for kappa
were calculated using a bootstrap re-sampling methodology proposed
by Vierkant (27). These analyses were carried out with SAS® v.9.1
(Cary, NC, USA).

Results
Operationalization

Of the 124 items, 94 (76%) were dichotomous and 30 (24%)
polytomous. Results per ICF category are given in Tables
I–IV. To give an example of the operationalization, consider
the qualifier scales for the ICF category Walking (d450), which
was defined as follows:
• 0: More than 100 m, inside and outside (with or without
walking device).
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• 1: Independent walking inside between 10 and 100 m (with
or without walking device), several times a day.
• 2: Walking independently in the ward, with or without walking device (10–100 m).
• 3: Can walk independently in his/her room (up to 10 m),
with or without walking device.
• 4: Incapable of walking independently.
Patients
Twenty-eight patients were included in the study. Patients’ ages
ranged from 27 to 88 years, with a median age of 61 years and
a mean of 59.6 years. Sixteen of the patients (57%) were female. Ten patients had neurological conditions, such as stroke,
Parkinson’s disease, multiple sclerosis, and brain injury. Ten
patients had musculoskeletal conditions, disease of the joints,
such as primary and secondary arthrosis, and fractures of the
extremities. Because of withdrawals in the second interview,
we could include only 8 patients with cardiopulmonary and
visceral conditions, such as ischaemic heart disease, disease of
respiratory system and tumours of internal organs. Incomplete
data were not included in the analysis.
Out of all items, 56% of the 94 polytomous and 68% of the
30 dichotomous items had a raw agreement of 0.7 and above.
Thirty-six percent of all polytomous and 34% of all dichotomous items had a kappa coefficient of 0.7 and above. The
detailed results are presented in Tables I–IV for each component; we maintain the structure of ICF in chapters, but list the
categories in decreasing order of percentage of agreement.
In the component Body Functions (Table I), all 10 polytomous items (100%) had a raw agreement of 0.7 and above,
and 9 had a kappa of 0.7 and above (90%). All of the 39
dichotomous items had a raw agreement of 0.7 and above, and
28 had a kappa of 0.7 and above (72%).
In the component Body Structures (Table II), all 18 items
(100%) had a raw agreement of 0.7 and above, and 12 had a
kappa of 0.7 and above (67%).
In the component Activities and Participation (Table III), a
total of 7 of the polytomous items (50%) had a raw agreement
of 0.7 and above, and 4 had a kappa of 0.7 and above (29%).
Thirteen dichotomous items (65%) had a raw agreement of 0.7
and above, 2 had a kappa of 0.7 and above (10%).
A total of 3 (25%) polytomous items of the component Environmental Factors (Table IV) had a raw agreement of 0.7 and
above, and 15 dichotomous items (44%) had a raw agreement
of 0.7 and above. No polytomous or dichotomous item had a
kappa of 0.7 and above.
Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to
operationalize ICF categories in such a manner that the resulting items are useful and reliable when applied by physio
therapists in the acute hospital situation. In the components
Body Functions and Body Structures more than two-thirds of
the operationalized categories showed substantial agreement
as measured by the kappa coefficient. It can be argued that
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Table I. Percentage of agreement and kappa coefficient for the categories of the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health
(ICF) component Body Functions, per chapter of the ICF in decreasing order of percentage of agreement
ICF
code
b1
b114
b144
b110
b130
b152
b156
b147
b126
b140
b180
b134
b164
b2
b215
b235
b265
b230
b260
b280
b210
b270
b3
b310
b320
b4
b410
b435
b440
b450
b455
b460
b420
b445
b415
b430
b5
b510
b540
b525
b6
b620
b7
b730
b735
b770
b710
b715
b765
b735
b750
b755
b740
b760
b8
b820
b810

Code description
Mental Functions
Orientation functions
Memory functions
Consciousness functions
Energy and drive functions
Emotional functions
Perceptual functions
Psychomotor functions
Temperament and personality functions
Attention functions
Experience of self and time functions
Sleep functions
Higher-level cognitive functions
Sensory Functions and Pain
Functions of structures adjoining the eye
Vestibular functions
Touch function
Hearing functions
Proprioceptive function
Sensation of pain
Seeing functions
Sensory functions related to temperature and other stimuli
Voice and Speech Functions
Voice functions
Articulation functions
Functions of the Cardiovascular, Haematological, Immunological
and Respiratory Systems
Heart functions
b4352 Functions of lymphatic vessels and b4353 Lymph nodes
Respiration functions
Additional respiratory functions
Exercise tolerance functions
Sensations associated with cardiovascular and respiratory functions
Blood pressure functions
Respiratory muscle functions
Blood vessel functions
Haematological system functions
Functions of the Digestive, Metabolic and Endocrine Systems
Ingestion functions
General metabolic functions
Defecation functions
Genitourinary and Reproductive Functions
Urination functions
Neuromusculoskeletal and Movement-Related Functions
Muscle power functions
Muscle tone functions (hypotonus)
Gait pattern functions
Mobility of joint functions
Stability of joint functions
Involuntary movement functions
Muscle tone functions (hypertonus)
Motor reflex functions
Involuntary movement reaction functions
Muscle endurance functions
Control of voluntary movement functions
Functions of the Skin and Related Structures
Repair functions of the skin
Protective functions of the skin

Scale

Raw agreement
n = 28

Kappa
n = 28

95% CI

d
d
p
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d

0.96
0.96
0.93
0.93
0.93
0.93
0.89
0.86
0.86
0.86
0.82
0.82

0.86
0.84
0.57
0.84
0.75
0.78
0.76
0.70
0.51
0.48
0.62
0.53

0.49–1.00
0.44–1.00
0.00–1.00
0.53–1.00
0.37–1.00
0.35–1.00
0.47–1.00
0.43–0.93
–0.06–0.87
–0.05–0.87
0.25–0.87
0.13–0.86

d
d
d
d
d
p
d
d

0.96
0.96
0.96
0.93
0.89
0.89
0.86
0.75

0.93
0.92
0.89
0.72
0.75
0.86
0.63
0.50

0.77–1.00
0.73–1.00
0.64–1.00
0.36–1.00
0.42–0.93
0.70–1.00
0.18–0.90
0.17–0.78

d
d

0.96
0.96

0.90
0.91

0.67–1.00
0.70–1.00

d
d
p
d
p
p
d
d
d
d

0.93
0.93
0.93
0.93
0.93
0.93
0.89
0.89
0.82
0.71

0.85
0.92
0.84
0.76
0.88
0.88
0.74
0.72
0.66
0.45

0.62–1.00
0.72–1.00
0.53–1.00
0.26–1.00)
0.69–1.00
0.68–1.00
0.40–0.94
0.28–0.93
0.36–0.89
0.15–0.74

p
d
d

1.00
0.96
0.93

1.00
0.94
0.85

0.00–0.00
0.83–1.00
0.62–1.00

d

1.00

1.00

0.00–0.00

p
d
p
p
d
d
p
d
d
d
d

0.96
0.93
0.93
0.89
0.89
0.89
0.86
0.86
0.86
0.82
0.79

0.95
0.87
0.91
0.85
0.83
0.68
0.73
0.77
0.75
0.72
0.54

0.84–1.00
0.68–1.00
0.80–1.00
0.69–1.00
0.63–1.00
0.28–1.00
0.45–0.93
0.54–0.95
0.51–0.94
0.49–0.93
0.20–0.80

d
d

0.93
0.86

0.87
0.71

0.65–1.00
0.39–0.93

CI: confidence interval.
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Table II. Percentage of agreement and kappa coefficient for the categories of the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health
(ICF) component Body Structures, per chapter of the ICF in decreasing order of percentage of agreement
ICF code Code description
s1
s120
s140
s110
s150
s2
s260
s3
s320
s330
s340
s4
s420
s430
s410
s7
s750
s730
s740
s760
s720
s710
s8
s810

Structures of the Nervous System
Spinal cord and related structures
Structure of sympathetic nervous system
Structure of brain
Structure of parasympathetic nervous system
The Eye, Ear and Related Structures
Structure of inner ear
Structures Involved in Voice and Speech
Structure of mouth
Structure of pharynx
Structure of larynx
Structures of the Cardiovascular, Immunological and Respiratory Systems
s4200 Lymphatic vessels and s4201 Lymphatic nodes
Structure of respiratory system
Structure of cardiovascular system
Structures Related to Movement
Structure of lower extremity
Structure of upper extremity
Structure of pelvic region
Structure of trunk
Structure of shoulder region
Structure of head and neck region
Skin and Related Structures
Structure of areas of skin

Scale

Raw agreement
n = 28

Kappa
n = 28

d
d
d
d

0.93
0.93
0.89
0.89

0.79
0.77
0.80
0.68

0.48–1.00
0.35–1.00
0.55–0.94
0.22–0.91

d

1.00

1.00

0.00–0.00

d
d
d

0.89
0.86
0.86

0.68
0.44
0.50

0.27–1.00
–0.09–0.80
0.00–0.84

d
d
d

0.93
0.93
0.79

0.80
0.85
0.58

0.47–1.00
0.64–1.00
0.29–0.87

d
d
d
d
d
d

0.96
0.93
0.93
0.93
0.89
0.86

0.93
0.84
0.80
0.86
0.78
0.60

0.77–1.00
0.55–1.00
0.46–1.00
0.66–1.00
0.53–1.00
0.18–0.89

d

0.89

0.73

0.47–0.93

95% CI

CI: confidence interval.

diagnosis by physiotherapists is based mainly on their assessment of body functions (28). It is obvious that most of the
categories of Body Functions and Body Structures that proved
to have less than substantial agreement describe issues (such
as Blood vessel functions (b415) and Haematological system
functions (b430)) that are beyond the professional prevue and
daily practice of physiotherapists.
In the components Activities and Participation and Environmental Factors, agreement of the operationalized categories
was not entirely satisfactory, with the exception of the chapters
Mobility and Self-Care, where agreement ranged from moderate
to almost perfect. Again, this is probably due to the scope of
professional expertise of physiotherapists, who are especially
proficient in assessing mobility issues, such as Walking (d450),
and activities of daily living, such as Eating (d550) or Drinking
(d560). Indeed, within the chapter Mobility, polytomous items
obtained even better agreement than dichotomous items, thus
showing that the lack of agreement was not necessarily caused
by a flawed operationalization, but arose due to item definitions that were not sufficiently clear for the user. Moreover,
the ICF provides 2 different constructs for the categories of
the component Activities and Participation, “Capacity” and
“Performance” (14). “Capacity” pertains to a patient’s limitation
with or without receiving assistance. In contrast, “Performance”
describes the problem in the person’s current environment, i.e.
the limitation a person is experiencing, even with the use of
assistive devices. Even though the interviewers were advised always to assess the patient in the context of “Capacity”, this may
have proven difficult for categories manifesting mainly beyond
J Rehabil Med 43

the acute hospital environment, such as Driving (d475), Doing
housework (d640) and Acquiring, keeping and terminating a job
(d845). For this reason, the ICF recommends using a standard
ized environment for the assessment of “Capacity”. While
the acute hospital indeed constitutes a kind of standardized
environment, the extent of the standardization of assessment
must evidently go even further. For example, when assessing
categories of the component Activities and Participation it might
be necessary to evaluate both “Capacity” and “Performance”,
both with and without assistance, since these are major issues
for goal setting (29, 30).
Although Environmental Factors cannot be influenced directly
by physiotherapists, physiotherapists are well aware of their
potential impact on outcome and prognosis (19). It is therefore
very important for physiotherapists to know the influence of
Environmental Factors. Arguably, the ICF provides very general
and broad definitions for the categories of the component Environmental Factors. To give an example, Products and technology
for personal use in daily living (e115) includes all general and
assistive products, such as clothes, textiles and furniture, but
also prosthetic devices or remote control systems. Therefore,
the reliability of this category directly depends on how explicitly
the item is described. Any fundamentally reliable assessment of
Environmental Factors within the ICF has to delve more deeply
into the particulars of definitions and details.
In interpreting these results, it must always be borne in mind
that indices of agreement, such as the kappa coefficient, are
artificially lower in populations with a restricted spectrum of
the measured characteristic as in the present. Nonetheless,
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Table III. Percentage of agreement and kappa coefficient for the categories of the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health
(ICF) component Activities and Participation, per chapter of the ICF in decreasing order of percentage of agreement
ICF code

Code description

d1
d110
d115
d130
d160
d120
d155
d2
d210
d240
d230
d3
d310
d330
d335
d4
d445
d415
d450
d440
d420
d460
d4551
d475
d430
d410
d465
d5
d530
d560
d550
d510
d520
d540
d570
d6
d640
d7
d710
d8
d845
d9
d920

Learning and Applying Knowledge
Watching
Listening
Copying
Focusing attention
Other purposeful sensing
Acquiring skills
General Tasks and Demands
Undertaking a single task
Handling stress and other psychological demands
Carrying out daily routine
Communication
Communicating with – receiving – spoken messages
Speaking
Producing non-verbal messages
Mobility
Hand and arm use
Maintaining a body position
Walking
Fine hand use (picking up, grasping)
Transferring oneself
Moving around in different locations
Climbing (stairs)
Driving
Lifting and carrying objects
Changing basic body position
Moving around using equipment
Self-Care
Toileting
Drinking
Eating
Washing oneself
Caring for body parts
Dressing
Looking after one’s health
Domestic Life
Doing housework
Interpersonal Interactions and Relationships
Basic interpersonal interactions
Major Life Areas
Acquiring, keeping and terminating a job
Community, Social and Civic Life
Recreation and leisure

Scale

Raw agreement
n = 28

Kappa
n = 28

95% CI

d
d
d
p
d
d

1.00
0.93
0.93
0.93
0.89
0.89

1.00
0.00
–0.04
0.83
0.51
0.00

0.00–0.00
0.00–0.00
–0.08–0.00
0.58–1.00
–0.06–1.00
0.00–0.00

p
d
p

0.71
0.68
0.61

0.45
0.37
0.32

0.12–0.74
0.05–0.67
0.03–0.62

d
d
d

0.96
0.96
0.96

0.00
0.87
0.00

0.00–0.00
0.56–1.00
0.00–0.00

p
p
p
d
d
d
p
d
p
p
d

0.86
0.79
0.79
0.75
0.71
0.71
0.61
0.61
0.54
0.50
0.32

0.77
0.70
0.72
0.40
0.41
0.56
0.47
0.31
0.41
0.34
0.08

0.55–0.94
0.46–0.89
0.52–0.91
0.03–0.73
0.05–0.74
0.27–0.80
0.25–0.72
0.05–0.6
0.16–0.63
0.11–0.60
–0.12–0.32

d
p
p
p
p
p
d

0.86
0.79
0.75
0.57
0.57
0.57
0.29

0.67
0.58
0.56
0.43
0.41
0.42
–0.18

0.35–0.92
0.21–0.86
0.30–0.83
0.18–0.65
0.16–0.67
0.19–0.68
–0.45–0.06

d

0.57

0.36

0.17–0.63

d

0.93

0.63

–0.05–1.00

d

0.50

0.25

–0.02–0.51

d

0.46

0.19

–0.07–0.50

CI: confidence interval.

kappa provides a good overall estimate of the chance-corrected
agreement, at the risk, however, of reducing the data to a single
number that can be interpreted only if the underlying contingency table is examined and the clinical context is considered
(31, 32). More sophisticated methods to assess reliability, such
as log-linear models, might eventually find use in larger scale
investigations of this sort (33).
Our study is not without limitations. For reasons of feasibility, the sample size had to be restricted, which necessarily
yielded agreement estimates with low precision. Sample size
was determined to yield confidence intervals not including the
null point. Arguably, it would have been equally appropriate
to test the difference relative to a pre-set threshold kappa such

as 0.5, but this would have required 10–50-fold greater sample
sizes. Still, the precision was sufficiently high to differentiate
items with good agreement from those with low agreement.
A posteriori power estimation using the power diagrams by
Donner & Eliasziw (34) shows that at the present sample size
and at an alpha level of 0.05 test power was adequate (0.8) for
detecting a substantial agreement, i.e. a kappa value of 0.6 and
above. Another limitation pertains to the definition of items, as
alluded to above in the context of Environmental Factors. In
most categories we decided to adopt the definition of the second
level, which was, however, in a few instances insufficiently
specific. To give an example, the second-level category Lifting
and carrying objects (d430) is defined as rising up an object
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Table IV. Percentage of agreement and kappa coefficient for the categories of the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health
(ICF) component Environmental Factors, per chapter of the ICF in decreasing order of percentage of agreement

ICF code

Code description

e1
e110+a
e110–a
e115+
e115–
e120+
e120–
e135+
e135–
e140+
e140–
e155+
e155–
e2
e250+
e250–
e3
e310+
e310–
e315+
e315–
e320+
e320–
e325+
e325–
e330+
e330–
e340+
e340–
e355+
e355–
e4
e410+
e410–
e415+
e415–
e420+
e420–
e430+
e430–
e450+
e450–
e465+
e465–
e5
e570+
e570–
e575+
e575–
e580+
e580–

Products and Technology
Products or substances for personal consumption

a

Raw
agreement
Scale n = 28

d
d
Products and technology for personal use in daily living
d
d
Products and technology for personal indoor and outdoor mobility and transportation d
d
Products and technology for employment
d
d
Products and technology for culture, recreation and sport
d
d
Design, construction and building products and technology of buildings for private use d
d
Natural Environment and Human-Made Changes to Environment
Sound
d
d
Support and Relationships
Immediate family
p
p
Extended family
p
p
Friends
p
p
Acquaintances, peers, colleagues, neighbours and community members
p
p
People in positions of authority
d
d
Personal care providers and personal assistants
d
d
Health professionals
p
p
Attitudes
Individual attitudes of immediate family members
d
d
Individual attitudes of extended family members
d
d
Individual attitudes of friends
d
d
Individual attitudes of people in positions of authority
d
d
Individual attitudes of health professionals
p
p
Social norms, practices and ideologies
d
d
Services, Systems and Policies
Social security, services, systems and policies
d
d
General social support services, systems and policies
d
d
Health services, systems and policies
d
d

Kappa
n = 28

95% CI

0.89
0.61
0.71
0.93
0.64
0.64
0.61
0.57
0.36
0.46
0.54
0.61

0.36
0.17
0.17
0.47
0.09
0.14
0.39
0.33
–0.02
0.03
0.26
0.38

0.00–0.78
–0.16–0.51
–0.20–0.59
–0.05–1.00
–0.90–0.27
–0.17–0.53
0.15–0.64
0.06–0.59
–0.26–0.27
–0.30–0.36
0.04–0.50
0.17–0.64

0.82
0.75

0.44
0.52

–0.06–0.83
0.24–0.80

0.43
0.71
0.54
0.64
0.46
0.75
0.39
0.71
0.36
0.46
0.39
0.50
0.43
0.61

0.21
0.01
0.40
–0.03
0.29
0.41
0.25
0.41
0.17
0.15
0.16
0.16
0.03
0.21

–0.04–0.44
–0.16–0.37
0.20–0.65
–0.16–0.32
0.08–0.51
0.05–0.76
0.01–0.46
–0.02–0.73
–0.05–0.38
–0.08–0.38
–0.03–0.38
–0.05–0.43
–0.20–0.31
–0.12–0.58

0.79
0.86
0.68
0.71
0.79
0.79
0.43
0.50
0.64
0.64
0.57
0.68

0.47
0.59
0.52
0.40
0.50
0.33
0.23
0.15
0.45
–0.01
0.22
0.23

–0.04–0.80
0.00–0.89
0.25–0.81
0.07–0.70
0.16–0.87
–0.07–0.77
0.04–0.47
–0.05–0.42
–0.09–0.77
–0.13–0.22
–0.09–0.50
–0.06–0.58

0.82
0.86
0.64
0.79
0.75
0.86

0.10
0.28
0.22
0.08
0.13
0.28

–0.12–0.33
0.00–0.48
–0.03–0.55
–0.10–0.48
–0.25–0.50
–0.08–0.78

”+” for category graded as a facilitator and ”–” for category graded as a barrier. CI: confidence interval.

or taking something from one place to another; this definition
clearly mixes the 2 concepts of “Lifting” and “Carrying”. In
contrast, the third-level categories differentiate fully between
the 2 concepts. Most probably, their use would have resulted
in the writing of more reliable items, albeit at the expense of
a more complex questionnaire.
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Future research directions
This study examined the reliability of single items based on
the ICF. In practice, functioning is often assessed by physio
therapists with the help of composite scales. While those scales
may be valid and reliable, they tend to measure only single
aspects of functioning, and they are, by definition, masking
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the effects of single items. Moreover, most of the established
measures have not been based on a comprehensive framework
such as the ICF, but arose from the requirements of particular
aspects of functioning. With this in mind, there are several
potential future directions of research to develop ICF-based
assessments. First, it must be recalled that subsets of the items
presented here could be combined to form new measures. This
may scarcely be necessary for all the items, since there are
already a number of established measures perfectly meeting
their purpose. On the other hand, there may be a need for new
measures to be used in specific situations, such as the acute
hospital, and by physiotherapists. Validity and objectivity of
such new measures would then have to be ascertained. In addition, the present items can be used “as they are” to document
patients’ categorical functioning profile and to highlight those
aspects of functioning expected to improve through therapy.
The usefulness and applicability of this approach has yet to
be studied.
In conclusion, physiotherapists should adopt the ICF as
a unifying framework in order to be able to communicate
patients’ needs in a language that is understood by all health
professionals. It has to be emphasized that the assessment of
functioning should always be a team effort, with each profession contributing. ICF-based items should be the basis of a
common language in the acute hospital setting. The World
Health Organization (WHO) encourages future ICF users to
develop clinical standards and to assign clinically meaningful
and appropriate wording to its existing qualifier frame. We have
now provided proof of principle that the ICF can be adapted to
the professional and setting-specific needs of physiotherapists
who can reliably use the operationalized ICF as a checklist and
tool to assess patients and monitor the results of interventions.
Further research is directed towards combining these items
into single scales.
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Appendix I. Physiotherapists’ operationalization of qualifiers for selected categories from the International Classification of Functioning, Disability
and Health (ICF). Languages of operationalization were German, French and Italian. The English translation was not validated.
Body Functions
b110

b280

b440

b455

b460

b510

b710

J Rehabil Med 43

Consciousness functions
b110.0: No constraints of consciousness, normal attentional behavior
b110.1: Slight consciousness disturbance
b110.2: Patient is awake but sleepy
b110.3: Patient can be woken up
b110.4: No reaction, non-responsive
Sensation of pain
b280.0: 0 points on the NRS*
b280.1: 1 to 2 points on the NRS
b280.2: 3 to 5 points on the NRS
b280.3: 6 to 9 points on the NRS
b280.4: 10 points on the NRS
*NRS: Numeric Rating Scale: 10 Point Scale (0=no pain; 10=maximal pain)
Respiration functions
b440.0: Normal, voluntary breathing
b440.1: Patient has a slight problem (requires inhalation, O2, shows an increased breathing frequency
b440.2: Patient breaths voluntarily but needs instrumental support from time to time (most of the time without support)
b440.3: Patient breaths voluntarily but regularly needs instrumental support (most of the time with support)
b440.4: No voluntary breathing
Exercise tolerance functions
b455.0: The patient is not restricted in his cardiovascular capacity
b455.1: The patient is restricted when ascending stairs due to diminished cardiovascular capacity
b455.2: The patient is restricted when walking in the corridor due to diminished cardiovascular capacity
b455.3: The patient is restricted when walking in a room due to diminished cardiovascular capacity
b455.4: The patient is severely restricted due to diminished cardiovascular capacity, so that he is only capable of lying.
Sensations associated with cardiovascular and respiratory functions
The patient senses chest tightness, shortness of breath, palpitation, racing heart or dyspnoea
b460.0: Never
b460.1: Seldom
b460.2: Sometimes
b460.3: Often
b460.4: Always
Ingestion functions
Within the framework of the consensus conference this category has been defined by swallowing items
b510.0: Capable of taking in normal, solid and liquid food
b510.1: Capable of drinking, but needs time and special attention
b510.2: Capable of taking in pureed food and/or concentrated liquids in sips
b510.3: Only capable of taking in solid food in pieces
b510.4: No oral food intake possible.
Mobility of joint functions
b710.0: No movement constraints in the joints
b710.1: Movement constraints up to a third of the mobility of the joints
b710.2: Movement constraints up to half of the mobility of the joints
b710.3: Movement constraints up to two-thirds of the mobility of the joints
b710.4: Movement is completely constrained
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Body Functions, contd.
b730

b735

b770

Muscle power functions
b730.0: Strength is equivalent to muscle test value M4 – M5
b730.1: Strength is equivalent to muscle test value M3
b730.2: Strength is equivalent to muscle test value M2
b730.3: Strength is equivalent to muscle test value M1
b730.4: No muscle activity (M0)
Muscle tone functions: only hypertonus (hypotonus was defined separately as dichotomous)
b735.0: Normal tonus
b735.1: Slight resistance at the end of the movement
b735.2: Significant resistance over 50% of the degree of movement
b735.3: Strong resistance, passive movement is hindered
b735.4: The specific body part is rigid in one direction of movement
Gait pattern functions
b770.0: No dysfunction of movement patterns when walking
b770.1: Light limping with free flowing movement and dynamic walking
b770.2: Significant limping with impaired dynamics and reduced speed
b770.3: Halted walking and/or uncoordinated gait
b770.4: Only capable of walking a few steps due to severe disturbance of movement pattern
Activities and Participation

d160

d210

d230

d410

d415

d430

Focusing attention
d160.0: Focusing attention during more than 30 min
d160.1: Focusing attention during 15 to 30 min
d160.2: Focusing attention during 5 to 15 min
d160.3: Focusing attention for up to 5 min
d160.4: Cannot focus attention
Undertaking a single task
d210.0: Can undertake a single task
d210.1: Can undertake a single task but needs more time
d210.2: Needs guidance to undertake a single task
d210.3: Needs manual support of somebody to undertake a single task
d210.4: Cannot undertake a single task
Carrying out daily routine
d230.0: Can independently manage and complete the daily routine
d230.1: Can independently manage and complete the daily routine but needs breaks
d230.2: Needs references to manage and complete the daily routine
d230.3: Needs continuous support to manage and complete the daily routine
d230.4: Cannot manage and complete the daily routine
Changing basic body position
The following 6 changes of basic body position have been declared as relevant:
d4100 Lying down/d4102 Kneeling/d4103 Sitting/ d4104 Standing/ d4105 Bending/d4106 Shifting the body’s centre
of gravity
d410.0: Patient can independently change body position
d410.1: Is independent in at least 4 of the 6 basic body position changes
d410.2: Needs supervision or aids for some body position changes
d410.3: Needs a lot of manual support for body position changes
d410.4: Impossible to change body position (e.g. from lying to sitting, sitting to standing, etc.)
Maintaining a body position
The following 4 basic body position are considered:d4150 Maintaining a lying position/d4152 Maintaining a kneeling
position/d4153 Maintaining a sitting position/ d4154 Maintaining a standing position
d415.0: Patient can maintain independently all 4 body positions
d415.1: Can maintain at least 3 of the 4 body positions
d415.2: Needs aids or supervision to maintain some of the body positions
d415.3: Needs a lot of manual support to maintain a body position
d415.4: Cannot maintain a body position
Lifting and carrying objects
d430.0: Can lift and carry heavy objects (e.g. a chair)
d430.1: Can only lift a heavy object
d430.2: Can lift and carry only light objects (e.g. a bottle)
d430.3: Can lift a cup or a glass
d430.4: Cannot lift and carry objects
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Activities and Participation, contd.

d445

d450

d4551

d510

d520

d540

d550

d560

Hand and arm use
d445.0: Normal use of hand and arm
d445.1: Normal use of hand and arm with only one arm or difficulties using both arms overhead
d445.2: Hand and arm use is affected on both sides but possible with adapted aids
d445.3: Only marginal movements are possible on both sides
d445.4: Hand and arm use not possible
Walking
d450.0: More than 100 meters including outdoors (with or without walking aids)
d450.1: Several times a day indoors from 10 to 100 meters (with or without walking aids)
d450.2: Walking independently in the ward (10 to 100 meters) with or without walking aids
d450.3: Walking independently in the room (up to 10 meters) with or without walking aids
d450.4: Walking independently is not possible
Climbing (only stairs)
d4551.0: Climbing 2 or more floors
d4551.1: Can manage climbing one floor
d4551.2: Can manage climbing half of a floor’s staircase
d4551.3: Some stairs can be surmounted but less than half of a staircase
d4551.4: Climbing stairs is not possible
Washing oneself
d510.0: Patient can wash himself independently
d510.1: Patient can wash himself independently but needs more time
d510.2: Needs little support for washing oneself (e.g. help for washing operated extremity, help to get ready at the basin, etc.)
d510.3: Needs manual support from a healthcare professional
d510.4: Washing oneself is not possible
Caring for body parts
d520.0: Patient can take care of parts of his body independently
d520.1: Patient can take care of parts of his body independently but needs more time
d520.2: Needs little support taking care of body parts (e.g. for operated extremity, preparation, etc.)
d520.3: Needs manual support from a healthcare professional
d520.4: Caring for body parts is not possible
Dressing
d540.0: Patient can independently get dressed up
d540.1: Patient can independently get dressed up but needs more time
d540.2: Needs little support to get dressed up (e.g. for socks on operated extremity, help on small buttons)
d540.3: Needs manual support from a healthcare professional
d540.4: Getting dressed independently is not possible
Eating
d550.0: Patient can eat independently
d550.1: Patient can eat independently but needs more time
d550.2: Needs little support for eating (e.g. cutting meat, special grips on the cutlery, etc.)
d550.3: Needs support from a healthcare professional for feeding
d550.4: Patient cannot eat
Drinking
d560.0: Patient can drink independently
d560.1: Patient can drink independently but needs more time
d560.2: Needs little support for eating (e.g. open the bottle, adapted glass, etc.)
d560.3: Needs support from a healthcare professional for drinking
d560.4: Patient cannot drink
Environmental Factors

e310+

e310
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Immediate family
e310+0: The immediate family does not offer any support
e310+1: The immediate family offers little support
e310+2: The immediate family offers an average amount of support
e310+3: The immediate family offers a lot of support
e310+4: The immediate family offers utmost support
Immediate family
e310.0: The immediate family is not a barrier for me
e310.1: The immediate family is a slight barrier for me
e310.2: The immediate family is an average barrier for me
e310.3: The immediate family is a strong barrier for me
e310.4: The immediate family is an utmost barrier for me
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Environmental Factors, contd.
e315+

e315

e320+

e320

e325+

e325

e355+

e355

e450+

e450

Extended family
e315+0: The extended family does not offer any support
e315+1: The extended family offers little support
e315+2: The extended family offers an average amount of support
e315+3: The extended family offers a lot of support
e315+4: The extended family offers utmost support
Extended family
e315.0: The extended family is not a barrier for me
e315.1: The extended family is a slight barrier for me
e315.2: The extended family is an average barrier for me
e315.3: The extended family is a strong barrier for me
e315.4: The extended family is an utmost barrier for me
Friends
e320+0: My friends do not offer any support
e320+1: My friends offer little support
e320+2: My friends offer an average amount of support
e320+3: My friends offer a lot of support
e320+4: My friends offer utmost support
Friends
e320.0: My friends are not a barrier for me
e320.1: My friends are a slight barrier for me
e320.2: My friends are an average barrier for me
e320.3: My friends are a strong barrier for me
e320.4: My friends are an utmost barrier for me
Acquaintances, peers, colleagues, neighbours and community members
e325+0: My circle of acquaintances does not offer any support
e325+1: My circle of acquaintances offers little support
e325+2: My circle of acquaintances offers an average amount of support
e325+3: My circle of acquaintances offers a lot of support
e325+4: My circle of acquaintances offers utmost support
Acquaintances, peers, colleagues, neighbours and community members
e325.0: My circle of acquaintances is not a barrier for me
e325.1: My circle of acquaintances is a slight barrier for me
e325.2: My circle of acquaintances is an average barrier for me
e325.3: My circle of acquaintances is a strong barrier for me
e325.4: My circle of acquaintances is an utmost barrier for me
Health professionals
e355+0: Health professionals do not offer any support
e355+1: Health professionals offer little support
e355+2: Health professionals offer an average amount of support
e355+3: Health professionals offer a lot of support
e355+4: Health professionals offer utmost support
Health professionals
e355.0: Health professionals are not a barrier for me
e355.1: Health professionals are a slight barrier for me
e355.2: Health professionals are an average barrier for me
e355.3: Health professionals are a strong barrier for me
e355.4: Health professionals are an utmost barrier for me
Individual attitudes of health-related professionals
e450+0: The attitudes (approach) of a few health professionals are a support to me
e450+1: The attitudes of a quarter of health professionals are a support to me
e450+2: The attitudes of a quarter to a half of health professionals are a support to me
e450+3: The attitudes of a half or more health professionals are a support to me
e450+4: The attitudes of all health professionals are a support to me
Individual attitudes of health-related professionals
e450.0: The attitudes (approach) of a few health professionals are a barrier to me
e450.1: The attitudes of a quarter of health professionals are a barrier to me
e450.2: The attitudes of a quarter to a half of health professionals are a barrier to me
e450.3: The attitudes of a half or more health professionals are a barrier to me
e450.4: The attitudes of all health professionals are a barrier to me
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